
A team member named Linda is due for her performance review.  Linda provides her manager with the names
of 3-4 people she has closely worked with during the past year. These people may include peers, direct
reports, partners, and even customers.  Everyone is invited to come together (face-to-face or over a
videoconference) for an hour to discuss Linda’s performance.

Linda’s manager coordinates and facilitates the XQ360 session.  Everyone takes turns and shares what they
see as Linda’s “strengths” and “development opportunities,” which are defined as:

Strengths: mindsets, abilities, and know-how
Development Opportunities: ways to further develop mindsets, abilities, and know-how that contribute to
both personal development and team goals

Everyone takes turns sharing strengths and opportunities, which are written down for all to see. Unlike
anonymous feedback, Linda can ask clarifying questions. After each colleague shares their perceived strengths
and development opportunities, the entire group identifies themes. The group collectively offers suggestions
for Linda’s development plan tied to specific projects in which they will be working together for the upcoming
period. After the session, the note from the session are provided to Linda who then meets with her manager
privately to formalize her annual goals and next steps.

HOW IT WORKS 

XQ360
Development Process

Uncover individual strengths

Identify personal development plans

Define opportunities to concurrently advance personal development and team goals

WHY IT WORKS 
The XQ360 Development Process taps into everyone’s Experiential Intelligence. The approach creates
greater accountability to the team on the part of the participant to further grow their XQ, and commitment
from all colleagues to support the individual’s development.

The positive relationship loop created during the process leads to a more effective and productive team
culture. The participant being “evaluated” gains greater insight, including the mindsets, abilities, and know-
how that is perceived as most valued by the team. The participant also obtains input into areas of future
growth, including the specific projects that will further develop their XQ.

The colleagues providing feedback develop a specific commitment to support the participant’s development.
The process also gives anyone providing feedback an opportunity to introspectively look at themselves. One
person remarked that “in everyone you see a part of who you are and who you strive to be.”  Another
reflected, “as I talk about your opportunity to improve in this particular area, I realize I could stand to pay
more attention there myself.” 

When the XQ360 Development Process is conducted across an entire team where everyone gets the
opportunity to provide and receive input, a network of commitments is built that supports everyone’s
development in the context of the team’s projects and goals.

WHAT YOU'LL GAIN 



Time Activity Who Outcomes

5 min Intros & Overview Manager Context set

20 min

What is the context in which you worked with
the participant during the last period of time?
What are their key strengths? (consider their
mindsets, abilities, and know-how)
What opportunities exist for the participant to
take their performance to the next level?

Strengths & Opportunities - Round robin sharing

Manager &
Colleagues

Single list of
strengths
Single list of
development
opportunities

5 min Describe patterns in the list of strengths
Describe patterns in the list of opportunities

Initial themes
Participant

Initial ideas for
strengths themes
Initial ideas for
opportunity
themes

15 min Describe patterns in the list of strengths
Describe patterns in the list of development
opportunities 

Final themes
Manager &
Colleagues

List of high-level
themes for both
strengths and
opportunities

10 min

Brainstorm 3-5 projects where participants can
implement development opportunities
Discuss how the participant can use the project
for their development
Discuss how the colleagues in attendance
working on any of the projects will support the
particpant's success

Development Plan

All

List of specific
projects with
ideas for
supporting
personal
development 

5 min Jointly discuss everyone's shared experience of
the session

Reflections
All  

AGENDA

Manager
Participant
Colleagues

Attendees
Ideally 4-5 total:

Time
One Hour

Materials
White Board

XQ360
Development Process


